
Yanfei Du

Education

Experience

Skills & Programing Languages

BFA Communication Design- 
graphic design

UIUX Designer

UX Design Intern

Design Research Assistant 

Digital Design Intern

UX Design Certificate

Programming and Data  
Structure of Python Certificate 

Pratt Institute, New York, 2017-2021


Est Media, Los Angeles


Sep 2021 - Present

Rain, New York


Jul 2021 - Oct 2021

Global South Center, Pratt Institute


Aug 2019 - May 2020


Labbrand Group, Shanghai


Jun 2019 - Aug 2020


University of Michigan, Ann Arbor


University of Michigan, Ann Arbor


https://www.eurekadu.com/
yanfei.duu@gmail.com

3.8 GPA, awarded the merit-based scholarship, awarded the President’s List from 
2017-2021, awarded the Pratt Circle Award for honors.

 Building a user-friendly and accessible application that introduces Web3 and Asian art 
across aggregated platforms: mobile app, website, mobile responsive website;

 Worked with the marketing and development team, conducted user-testing, designed 
features including the NFT purchase flow, video streaming, live streaming, and chat.


 Worked with the voice experience team, built a Smart Speaker for DeWalt’s core 
construction audience and workrooms

 Participated in building voice flow, user scenarios, interaction model, writing scripts, 
VX user intents, utterances, training data for the AI voice assistant;

 Designed the wireframe for its mobile platform, and collaborating with the 
development team to polish and mobilize functionalities in writing user scenarios 
based upon sitemap Lucid Charts for engineers to understand.  

 Designed brand identity, promotional videos, and posters, generated social media 
strategies:

 Heightened social media presence to a degree that resulted in a 40% increase in 
offline event participation.  


 Participated in Shopify’s Chinese website redesign, created and iterated design 
prototypes, collaborated with the development team’s UX design which grew 
Shopify’s merchants to over one million globally;

 Designed Shopify’s social media posts with over 1,000,000 views;
 Lead researcher in identifying the most effective UI/UX designs on mainstream 

Chinese social media platforms, and participated in marketing strategy and brand 
competitor analysis.   
Clients: Porsche, American Airlines, Atlantis, Shopify, Blue Nile, Estrella Damm, SAA 
Group, Walmart. 



Prototyping

Wireframing

Behavior Observation

User Testing Heuristic Evaluation Adobe Suits CSS Python

Interaction Design Figma JavaScripts HTML

Grade 94%, integrating UX Design and UX Research into innovative user needs 
prototypes, intuitive mobile-responsive designs, and optimized interactive products.

Grade 98% &95%, learned the basics of the Python programming language. Used 
variables to store, retrieve and calculate information. Utilize core programming tools 
such as functions and loops


Visual & Voice Experience

https://www.eurekadu.com/

